
Disk Wireless Quick Charger XO WX031 15W (black) Ref: 6920680832910
Disk Wireless Quick Charger XO WX031 15W (black)

XO WX031 wireless charger.
XO WX031 is a 15W disc-shaped wireless charger. Its maximum output voltage is 9V, so you will be able to charge your device quickly.
The use of transparent materials gives an interesting look and allows you to look at the internal layout of the device's components. The
charger is suitable for smartphones with a size of 4.7-6.9 inches. Its small size of 100 x 10mm and weight of about 55g make it perfect
for traveling as an almost unnoticeable, but very important device. The charger protects against overheating, over-voltage, short circuit.
It is equipped with intelligent device identification. 
 
Power charging and voltage 
The  XO  WX031  charger  supports  a  maximum  charging  power  of  15W,  and  the  output  voltage  is  9A,  so  you  can  charge  your  device
quickly and efficiently. 
 
Interesting design
The disk shape and the use of transparent plastic make this charger a great choice for lovers of electronics and raw design. 
 
Versatile protection 
XO WX031 is compatible with the QI protocol. It features protection against overheating, over-voltage and short circuit. In addition, it has
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an intelligent device identification function. 
 
Set contents
Charger
	Brand. 
	XO
	Model 
	WX031 
	Color 
	Transparent
	Material 
	ABS PC
	USB port
	USB-C
	Dimensions 
	100 x 10mm
	Weight 
	approx. 55g
	Charging distance 
	0-6mm
	Output power
	15W
	Output voltage 
	9V/1.67A

Price:

Before: € 9.9999

Now: € 9.00
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